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Abstract. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been widely applied in a 
number of clinical and preclinical applications. However, the resolution of the 
reconstructed images using conventional algorithms are often insufficient to 
distinguish diagnostically crucial information due to limited measurements. In 
this paper, we consider the problem of reconstructing a high resolution (HR) 
MRI signal from very limited measurements. The proposed algorithm is based 
on compressed sensing, which combines wavelet sparsity with the sparsity of 
image gradients, where the magnetic resonance (MR) images are generally 
sparse in wavelet and gradient domain. The main goal of the proposed algo-
rithm is to reconstruct the HR MR image directly from a few measurements. 
Unlike the compressed sensing (CS) MRI reconstruction algorithms, the pro-
posed algorithm uses multi measurements to reconstruct HR image. Also, un-
like the resolution enhancement algorithms, the proposed algorithm perform 
resolution enhancement of MR image simultaneously with the reconstruction 
process from few measurements. The proposed algorithm is compared with 
three state-of-the-art CS-MRI reconstruction algorithms in sense of signal-to-
noise ratio and full-with-half-maximum values. 
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1 Introduction 

Sparsity has been demonstrated to be a powerful tool in several problems in last years 
[1]. It has been recognized that it is possible to make a good reconstruction of medical 
images by exploring sparsity and redundancy of these images. Also, it is known that 
sparsity is an important structure in MR images. As a good feature of sparse signals, it 
is well known that sparse signals require fewer samples than required by the Shannon-
Nyquist sampling theorem. Therefore, to shorten magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
scanning time, compressed sensing is widely applied in the MRI reconstruction.  

On the other hand, there are several approaches for increasing the resolution of MR 
images. Among these approaches, the problem of super-resolution (SR) reconstruction 
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has been studied by many researchers in recent years. The SR problem is defined as 
restoring a high-resolution (HR) image from a sequence of low-resolution (LR) images 
[6]. The SR approaches have the feature that they don’t require high magnetic field’s 
strength which affects human bodies [6]. Nowadays, most MRI scanners used for medi-
cal purposes have magnetic field value of 1.5 or 3 Tesla. Most of the super-resolution 
approaches are formulated as a post-acquisition image processing techniques.   

Although there is doubt that SR is not achievable in MRI [7, 8, 9], since the Fouri-
er encoding scheme excludes aliasing in frequency and phase encoding directions, 
simulation results show that SR techniques can achieve resolution enhancement in 
MRI [10-14].  

Reconstruction of HR MR image from a few samples is still challenging task in MRI 
reconstruction. This paper proposes a new method for enhancing the resolution for MRI 
using resolution enhancement technique using multi-sparse measurements. Like the work 
done in [12], the resolution enhancement is done simultaneously with the reconstruction 
process rather than being done as a post-process. However, in this paper the simultaneous 
resolution enhancement and reconstruction is adopted with the compressed sensing 
which combines wavelet sparsity with the sparsity of image gradients, where the magnet-
ic resonance images are generally sparse in wavelet and gradient domain.  

2 Sparsity of MRI Reconstruction 

Compressed sensing focuses on reconstructing an unknown signal from a very limited 
number of samples. Because information such as boundaries of organs is very sparse 
in most MR images, compressed sensing makes it possible to reconstruct the same 
MR image from a very limited set of measurements while significantly reducing the 
MRI scan duration. In the literature, compressed sensing MRI algorithms minimize a 
linear combination of total variation and wavelet sparsity constrains [3, 4, 5].  

TVCMRI: In [3], Ma et al. proposed the method jointly minimizing the L1 norm of 
the image, total variation (TV) of the wavelet coefficients, and the least squares of the 
error as a solution for CS-MRI. This algorithm is based upon an iterative operator-
splitting framework. The cost function proposed in [3] is formulated as 
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where R is a matrix representing the partial Fourier transform, y is the MR image to 
be reconstructed, b is the measured data in k-space, Φ is a matrix representing the 
wavelet transformation β, α are positive weighting parameters and ∑ ∑ , where ,  are the forward difference operators, of a 

variable y, on the first and second coordinates, respectively.  
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FCSA: In [4], Huang et al. proposed to jointly minimizes the L1 norm of the wavelet 
coefficients, total variation (TV) of the image, and a least squares of the error as a 
solution the for CS-MRI.  The cost function proposed in [4] is formulated as 
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The minimization of TV(y) leads to sparsity of the gradient of y, which is the case 
of MR images, while minimizing  leads to sparsity of y, which is not the case of 
MR images. Therefore, minimization of (2), which leads to sparsity of image gradient 
and sparsity of wavelet coefficients of the image, leads to better results compared to 
minimization in (1), which leads to sparsity of gradients of wavelet coefficients and 
sparsity of images values, as will be shown in simulation results.  

WaTMRI: In [5], the quad-tree sparsity constraint is combined with the sparsity of 
wavelet coefficients and sparsity of gradient image. The cost function of this algo-
rithm is formulated as 
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where G indicates the set of all parent-child groups and yg is the data belonging 
group G.  

CS-MR imaging is interested in low sampling ratio. In [3,4,5], authors follow the 
sampling strategy that is randomly choose more Fourier coefficients from low fre-
quency and less on high frequency. 

3 Sparsity-Based HR MRI Reconstruction 

Inspired by the success of the minimization of L1-norm and TV in CS-MRI reconstruc-
tion, we design the reconstruction of HR CS-MRI by fusing multi measurements in the 
proposed HR CS-MRI reconstruction model. In the proposed model called CS-MRISR, 
we propose to penalize the least square of error measure, sparsity of wavelet coefficients 
and sparsity of gradient image. The proposed cost function is formulated as 
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where D is the sampling operator, B is the blurring operator and Fk is the warping 
operator for k-th image. It is commonly assumed that the point spread function (PSF) 
induced by the MRI acquisition process is space-invariant, so that we used the same 
operator B for all images.   
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To fasten the proposed algorithm, we utilize the composite splitting algorithm [15]; 
1) Splitting variable y into two variables x and z, 2) Performing operator splitting over 
each of the two variables independently, and 3) Obtaining the solution y by linear 
combination of z and x. Therefore, the optimization problem can be divided into three 
sub-problems that alternatively solved; 

1. Minimize least square problem: 
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2. De-noising:  
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3. Sparsity constraint in the wavelet domain   
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The reconstructed MR image is the weighted sum of the de-noised term and the 
constrained wavelet coefficients  

2
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y
 +=  (7)

Finally, at each iteration, values of y are projected in the reasonable range of MR 
images which is [0,255] for 8-bit MR images. The convergence of the proposed algo-
rithm is guaranteed as the cost function is convex. Note: even if the MR imaging is 
dominated by Rician noise, other types of noise appear while fusing multiple LR 
measurements, including shifting error and blurring operator modelling error. The 
shifting error is modelled in the literature by Laplacian noise [16], while the blurring 
operator modelling error is better modelled by Gaussian noise, therefore, we implicit-
ly modelled the overall contaminating noise by Gaussian noise.  

4 Simulation 

4.1 Setup 

In the simulation, we used 4 low-resolution (LR) measurement data that are sensed 
from 128 × 128 positions. The resolution enhancement factor is used as 2 in each 
direction. The relative shift of the simulated object to generate LR measurements is 
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4.2 Simulation Results 
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Table 1. SNR compari
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